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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, processing speed is one of the most important performance criteria of modern multicore processors.
For achieving a higher processing speed of processor various components are used, in which cache is one of
them. Cache Memory is extremely quick memory placed between central processor & Main Memory. Cache
memory plays an important role when deciding the performance of multi-core systems. Processor speed is
increasing at a very fast rate so a very high speed cache memory is needed for matching the speed of the
processor. Cache systems are on-chip Cache memory part accustomed store knowledge. Cache is a buffer
between a central processor and its main memory. Cache memory is employed to synchronize the info transfer
rate between central processor and main memory. As cache memory nearer to the microchip, it is faster than
the RAM and main memory. The advantage of storing knowledge in cache, as compared to RAM, is that it has
faster retrieval times, but it has the disadvantage of on-chip energy consumption. In this paper, performance of
cache memory is evaluated through following factors cache time interval, miss rate and miss penalty.
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INTRODUCTION:
Dictionary that means of cache is “A assortment of item of an equivalent sort hold on in a very hidden or
inaccessible place”. Caches are generally the top level of the memory hierarchy and are made of SRAM (Static
Random access Memory). The main structural difference between a cache and other level in the memory
hierarchy is that caches use hardware to locate memory addresses whereas other memories use software or a
combination of software and hardware. Today caches have become an integral part of all processors.
Performance improvement of microprocessors historically comes from both increasing the speed or frequency at
which the processors run and by increasing the amount of task performed in each cycle. The increasing number
of transistors on a chip has led to different ways of increasing parallelism. In the close to future,
microprocessors are ready to execute multiple processes/threads at the same time and exploit process/threadlevel similarity.
Cache memory was first seen in the IBM system/360 Model 85 in 1960. In 1980s, the Intel 486DX
microprocessor introduced an on chip 8 KB L1 cache for the first time. Cache memories are small fast memories
used to temporarily hold the contents of portions of main memory that are likely to be used. In Cache memory
often used information or directions are unbroken in order that it is accessed at a awfully quick rate up overall
performance of the pc. Commonly during a processor 1st level cache (L1) reside within the processor and
second level cache (L2) and third level cache (L3) ar on separate chip.
Cache memory is divided into two different parts; one is cached data memory and another is cache tag memory.
Cache data memory contains various collections of memory words called cache block or line or page. Each
cache block has a block address or tag. Collection of all block addresses or tags is called cache tag memory.
Whenever central processor needs any knowledge or instruction it sends address to the cache memory, address
is searched in cache memory firstly, if data is found in cache it is given to the CPU. Finding a data in cache
memory is named as cache HIT. If data isn't found in cache then it's referred to as cache MISS, in this case
address is searched in main memory for the data or instruction. After data is received from main memory, a
block of data is transferred from main memory to cache memory so all any request is consummated from cache.
Performance of cache memory is measured in HIT Ratio.
Hit Ratio denoted by H is defined as the ratio of the total number of hits and total no. of hits and misses.
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Hit ratio= Total number of hits/(Total no.of hits+ Total no.of misses)
Miss Ratio is denoted by M is defined as
M = 1 – Hit ratio
For measuring the performance of multi core processor we use Instruction per Cycle (IPC) and Cycle Per
Instruction (CPI). IPC is number of instructions are executed in one cycle. IPC= 1/(Number of Instruction )
CPI is number of cycles are needed to execute one instruction.

Fig 1:-Block diagram of cache memory
Cache memory is based on principal of section of References.
By this we tend to mean once a program executes on a pc, connected storage locations being often accessed.
Temporal section refers to the utilize of specific data and/or resources among comparatively little time
durations. Spatial locality refers to the employment of data parts among comparatively shut storage locations.
The transformation of data from main memory to cache memory is referred as a mapping method. Basically,
there are three methods for mapping addresses to cache locations - direct mapping, associative mapping and set
associative mapping. Direct mapping is the simplest technique which maps each block of main memory into
only one possible cache line. In associative mapping each block of main memory maps into any line of the
cache. In set associative mapping cache is divided into sets, each of which consists of cache lines or blocks and
each block of main memory maps into any of lines of set.

Fig 2:- Cache mapping
Several of the cache design parameters will have a signiﬁcant effect on system performance. The choice of line
size is important. Selecting the degree of set associativity is another necessary trade-off in cache design.
However, increasing the degree of set associativity will increase the value and quality of a cache, since the
number of address comparators needed is equal to the degree of set associativity. Recent cache memory analysis
has created the fascinating result that an on the spot mapped cache can typically outperform a group associative
(or totally associative) cache of identical size even though the direct mapped cache will have a higher miss ratio.
This is because the increased complexity of set associative caches signiﬁcantly increases the access time for a
cache hit. As cache sizes become larger, a reduced access time for hits becomes more important than the small
reduction in miss ratio that is achieved through associativity.

LITERATURE REVIEW ON CACHE MEMORY:
Our Review is based on various cache memories and performance issues in multicore processors.
To obtain greater parallelism the cache can be loaded in a bit slice mode so that it contains a slice of two or
more bits from each word instead of single bit from each word. Majority of memory requests are executed in
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cache. Microelectronics memories can be embedded effectively as cache memories. Instructs the computer
system how to load the cache. The systems can make effective use of cache without any explicit guidance from
programs. Cache memory has limited capacity. Not suitable for high performances computer and Cached data is
stored only so long as power is provided to cache [1]. Cache memory serves the buffering function of reducing
traffic between processor and main memory very substantially. Problems of multiple copies of data must be
resolved by using cache memory. It’s either read or a write miss - some limited data suggests that this results in
slightly better performance and it reduce memory contention. Reuse and locality of programs in computer.
Cache memory is not flexible. In a direct mapped cache, possible to assume a hit and continue. Recover later of
miss. Miss ratio is high in cache memory [2]. Analytical determination of the optimum capacity of a cache
memory with given access time and of its matching storage hierarchy has been achieved based on an earlier
model of linear storage hierarchies. The resultant formulas show explicit functional dependence of the cache's
capacity, and the capacities and the access times of other storage levels, upon the miss ratio parameters and
technology cost parameters as well as the required hierarchy capacity and the total allowable cost. In particular,
the cache size is directly proportional to the hierarchy cost, and larger cache access time or larger miss ratio
requires a larger cache for optimum performance. Cache memory requires an inter process call for each cache
access and Difficult to implement. Use larger cache size with additional block frames to avoid contention [3].
Cache memory gives a good indication of relative performances and it predicts page fault rates reasonably well.
It is analytically tractable. Replacement algorithms of block when new block read into cache (Associative
search). No page replacement policy. Cache hit performance is poor and Consuming different amounts of
power in their on and off states and Access time is high [4]. The very fast Josephson NDRO cache memory
design are structured and are interfaced with one another. The discussion has centered on the performance of a
IK-bit array, four of which we expect ultimately to place onto a 6.35- x 6.35mm chip. Extremely fast switching
(<10ps). Extremely low power dissipation (500 nW per circuit). Operation at very low temperatures (=4k).
Josephson devices are attractive for ultrahigh-performance computers. Conducting strip lines and ground planes
with zero electrical resistance. Bus traffic memory is high and Memory bandwidth is high. Complex circuitry
required to examine tags of all caches line in parallel [5].
The use of cache memory, however, has often aggravated the bandwidth problem rather than reduce it.
Reducing processor memory bandwidth. On chip memory perform as fast as the more powerful processor and
Maximizing the hit ratio. Its Minimizing the access time to data in the cache. Minimizing the overheads of
updating main memory, maintaining multi-cache consistency [6]. For single-chip computers to achieve high
performance, on-chip memory must be allocated carefully. Pin bandwidth is limited. It consistently works well.
It takes dynamic program behaviour into account. It outperforms a data cache by nearly a factor of two in both
speed and cost. It potentially can use better algorithms with information available at compile time to preload
data into registers and purge data more effectively than a data cache. Registers should perhaps be thought of as
local memory. Requires large number of memory cycles. The register should be updated in every cache area.
Time requirement is high for transferring the data between memory and cache [7]. A cache memory reduces the
main memory trafﬁc for each processor. Require less time to transmit between main memory and cache. Require
fewer memory cycles to access if the main memory breadth is slim. Require fewer address tag bits in the cache.
Minimize bus cycle time and Increase bus width to Improve bus protocol. Frequency based replacement
schemes. Cache memory size is high. Cache memories are most likely to impact system performance [8].
Reducing Conflict Misses: Miss Caching and Victim Caching. Combining Long Lines and Stream Buffers.
Stream buffers that may prefetch down many streams at the same time. Reduce cache miss rates and improve
system performance. Effective increase in data cache size provided with stream buffers and victim caches using
16B lines. Can effect overall system performance and Practical only for small caches. Size of data cache is high
[9]. Increasing Write-Back Cache Bandwidth. Reducing Write-Through Cache Traffic. Limiting code
exploitation these directions to the machines with cache line sizes capable or smaller than that assumed within
the allot directions. Extra execution overhead for the cache allocation directions. Cache Memory affects the
execution time of a program and high hardware complexity. It requires more cycles are required [10].
High hardware complexity. It is not used in hard real-time systems. No conflict when accessing instruction.
Scalability issues [11]. Cache memory being the common technique to bridge the speed gap. Excess CPI with
cache. Replacement policy (random, LRU, FIFO) Write policy (CBWA, WT).Full associative (Area = PLA +
Data + Tag.). Memory must be updated with each cache. Could run into issues syncing caches. It cannot stores
the previous state. Pre- fetch is not done [12].It can be used in hard real-time systems. Reducing the upper limit
execution time. It is restored to its previous state when the preempted task is reloaded. Worst case
specifications, frequently resulting in under-utilization of the processor. Extremely large caches (up to 511GB).
Affecting the architecture of the next level of the memory hierarchy and performance is low in real time
systems. Worst case execution time is high [13].Selective victim caching, for improving the miss-rate of directmapped caches. It does not affect the cache access time. Places data in the main cache. Improvement in miss
ratio. Improving number of interchanges between the main direct-mapped cache and the victim cache over
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simple victim caching. High access time. No algorithm when applied to data caches. Requires more random
patterns of data references [14]. Cache memories are small fast memories used to temporarily hold the contents
of memory. Caches became an integral a part of all processors. Virtually addressed caches do not require
address translation during cache access .Multiple-access cache, Decoupled cache. More and more silicon area is
being dedicated to the on-chip caches .Processor become increasingly superscalar. Requires more aggressive
designs to handle multiple requests per cycle [15].
Decide what to try and do – execute directions to calculate new positions etc. Actuate – control the process by
giving a signal to a controlling device (motor, relay etc.)Inline probes are placed directly in the application code.
Bottleneck problem for an embedded system. High peak power and memory is unable to keep pace with the
CPU [16]. Executing multiple processes at the same time like in CMP/SMT systems. Reducing cache
interference. Dynamically partitions the cache amongst the processes. Processor with multiple functional units.
While executing processes require large caches. A small number of additional counters are required. Cannot
improve the performance if caches are too small for the workloads [17].3D graphics cache system to increase
memory utilization. Solving a memory bottleneck problem for an embedded system. Decrease an intensive
memory access during a short period and maximize memory utilization. Reduce power consumption by
supporting an AXI low power interface. Improving on-chip bus. Implementation is difficult [18]. High speed
multicore processor. To improve the timing. By aligning cell instances into "vectors", we reduce control and
clock loading. Largest Benefit Quick feedback to the DE for Area & Timing. Quick to proto-type different data
path configuration. Replacement circuit becomes more complicate. High complexity. Design of cache memory
is complicated [19]. Design of cache memory on FPGA for police investigation cache miss. Higher performance
with lower power.

Fig-3:- Cache size
Cache controller for chase the induced miss rate in cache memory. On-chip energy consumption. No
replacement policies. Time execution is high [20].
Faster replacement ways generally keep track of less usage info. To reduce the amount of time needed to update
that info. In the case of direct-mapped cache, no information. Video and audio streaming applications. Cache
information that will be used again (cache pollution). Number of transistors on chip increasing on the far side
one billion. World scientific codes already exceed the maximum capacity. Scientific computing typically require
several Megabytes up to hundreds of Gigabytes of memory [21]. The rate of conflict misses is reduced by
exploitation larger block size, larger cache and way prediction methods. However, exploitation larger block size
could increase miss penalty, reduced hit time and power consumption. On the opposite aspect, larger cache
produces slow access time and high cost. It is associated with cache coherence problem. Higher associativity
turn out quick interval however they need low cycle time. Problem Matrix multiplication of different size. Hard
to identify a certain cache optimization technique. Larger cache produces slow access time and high cost [22].
Higher associatively turn out quick interval however they need low cycle time. Victim cache reduces miss rate
at a high cost comparing to Cache miss look aside. In all we will say that there's a space for up performance of
cache memory to a really giant extent. Cache Memory affects the execution time of a program [23]. Flash
memory provides high performance, high capacity, and stable quality of service (QOS). Increases the amount of
data processed by the processor. Cache size increased from 2KB to 16KB and performance increase was
273.8% for random write, 214.4% for random read. Traffic increases between processor and cache memory.
More cache misses. Cache misses cause cache miss penalty to degrade overall storage performance [24]. The
performance of cache on the basis of replacement policies such as LRU, FIFO and Random. They found that the
LRU policy in the data cache has better performance than FIFO and Random. The instruction cache replacement
policies. They proposed a new loop model. In its loop model, they found that random replacement has
performed better than LRU and FIFO. However, each simulation has different cache sizes, different cache
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associativity and different benchmarks. Therefore, the performance comparisons of policies are less accurate. A
unified simulation should be implemented for all policies to compare their performance [25].

Fig 4:- Traffic reduction

CONCLUSION:
With all the references of this papers, we discussed cache memory and how to improve the performance of
cache memory. So we can say that Cache memory may be a high-speed random access memory that is
employed by a system Central process unit for storing the data/instruction temporarily. It decreases the
execution time by storing the foremost frequent and most probable data and instructions "closer" to the
processor, wherever the systems central processing unit will quickly catch on. Future caches are larger and
smarter, the data structures presently used in real. Today's applications in scientific computing usually need
many Megabytes up to many Gigabytes of memory.
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